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teknion punt collection
for north america
Teknion and Spanish furniture company Punt Mobles
partner to offer the Teknion Punt Collection, a curated
offering of four popular lines from Punt’s distinguished
portfolio. Rich in design culture, Punt embraces a new
kind of sophistication in the quality and combination
of materials used, along with precise styling in its contemporary furniture, design details and level of skilled
craftsmanship.
Punt furnishings offer a classic mid-century collection
appropriate for private offices and meeting spaces where
a warm, residential and refined ambience is desired.
They can also be showcased alongside other Teknion
products as signature designer elements to personalize,
complement or transition any work environment.

mitis
Mitis, from the Latin word for lightweight, is a
collection of rectangular wood tables. Mitis projects
a solid appearance with exquisite detail, both in the
tabletop and trestle-like grooved legs. An optional glass
top, offered in a sophisticated bronze finish, visually
reveals the leg and crossbeam craftsmanship. Tables are
available in three heights and widths to accommodate
both private offices and large meeting rooms.
Designer: Mario Ruiz

stockholm
Stockholm conveys a new kind of sophistication with its
combination of wood and metal materials. The credenza
is available wall-mounted or freestanding, either on a
metal base or to-the-floor. Credenza doors and drawers
are designed without handles, showcasing the beauty
and natural appearance of the wood grain as it flows
across the storage fronts. Stockholm is finished with an
elegant anodized aluminum top, which features precise
styling and balanced radii. Designer: Mario Ruiz.
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mava
Mava is an elegant wood armchair featured in a solid
oak or walnut frame. Its light appearance makes it
the perfect guest chair by bringing a unique element
of warmth to smaller spaces. Mava is inspired by the
image of original wooden clothes-pegs from the early
20th century. Its legs are similarly slotted to hold the
backrest, designed with a wide, open form meant to
convey clothing flying in the wind.
Designer: Stephanie Jasny
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literatura
Literatura is an open bookcase featuring a small,
distinctive storage unit on casters ideal for displaying
and storing books, works of art, music, photos,
souvenirs and what-nots. Literatura integrates with
varied architecture and interior design works. This
“light, balanced collection of cubby holes” can also be
used as a room partition. Designer: Vicent Martinez
Products from the new Teknion Punt Collection are
crafted at the high-end Teknion Solutions facility in
Calgary, Alberta, providing clients with shorter lead
times and a North American shipping address.
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tn storage &
accessories collection

screens
zones tabletop screens

The need for − and type of − storage within the
workstation is shifting from paper filing to personal
items and casual use. The traditional pedestal or lateral
filing cabinet has increasingly changed to become a
place for personal items and open organization. The new
tn Storage & Accessories Collection, designed by Toan
Nguyen with Teknion, addresses these new needs for
storage and organization in the modern workstation.

The Zones Tabletop Screen has been developed in
partnership with PearsonLloyd to provide personal
privacy and space division with a casual fit in most
table environments. A new application of the
3D-mesh-style Linx Knit offers varying degrees of
privacy to create more effective settings for solo and
collaborative work. Screens are easily repositioned by
rotating or sliding them on the tabletop. Linx Knit is
available in 12 new colors, from warm to cool.

tn is a series of universal desktop accessories and
freestanding storage items. With its universal aesthetic,
tn visually – and functionally – integrates with other
pieces within the line. Its unique construction enables
personalization through the choice of primary and
secondary paint finishes on the collection’s interior and
exterior faces. tn also offers a choice of material inlays
to cushion the contents.

screen enrichment program
As workplaces continue to embrace screens for lateral
space division, Teknion has refreshed its product
offering with the Screen Enrichment Program. This
series of new screens − applicable on District, Interpret,
Leverage, upStage and Complements for Height
Adjustable − is designed to enrich the space division
aspects of the traditional panel or desking systems.

tn accessories
Modular sizing of the multi-component line of work
accessories encourages mixing and matching to form
various combinations. tn accessories are designed to be
used on their own or in conjunction with the storage
collection, enabling users to customize their storage.
Accessories include a small tray, long dish, tall dish,
pencil tray and pen cup.
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Infinity Fabric Screen
The Infinity Fabric Screen is a thin, lightweight,
upholstered screen with a soft, curvilinear aesthetic that
creates space division and local privacy in varying levels.
Infinity updates the current system’s aesthetic while
introducing a softness.
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A highlight of the offering is the curved screen. The
curved screen can be used individually to create a corner
screen on a worksurface, or combined to create a full,
wrapped screen.

A Rail Shelf integrates with standard accessory rails,
and allows the smaller accessory pieces to sit on the shelf
to offer different tiers of organization. It also acts as a
modifier on the Desktop Optimizer, Mini Bag Drop
or Bag Drop from the storage collection, offering an
alternate tier to organize the smaller accessories.

Framed Fabric Screen
Framed Fabric is a tackable 1-inch-thick (2.54cm) screen
offered with traditional square corners. Screen corners
can be linked by connecting the Desk Edge Screen
to the Side Desk Edge Screen, creating a seamless
transition. A Side Screen provides lateral space division
both above and below the worksurface.

tn storage collection
The storage collection comprises a Desktop Optimizer,
Mini Bag Drop and Bag Drop. They provide a high
degree of customization, balancing open and
enclosed volumes.
The Desktop Optimizer offers on-worksurface storage
and casual space division. It features a top surface with
multiple material inlay options, and a hinged-doorenclosed volume with optional USB power. Either
an integrated paper shelf or a pull-out bin, alongside
additional tn accessories, can be specified to further
customize the unit. The Mini Bag Drop and Bag Drop
offer casual mobile storage of personal items and work
bags below the worksurface. They feature an upper
shelf for small items, where optional tn accessory
combinations can be paired to further customize the
unit. Inlay options include felt, laminate and metal.

Lateral Fabric Screen
New Lateral Screens positioned on the worksurface
match 42- and 51-inch (106.7 and 129.5cm) datum
heights. Lateral Screen finishes include Infinity fabric,
Framed fabric, Solid, Metal, Glass, Writeable Glass and
laminate materials.
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Each product line has a specific version of screen
tailored to achieve the best fit and application
planning. Therefore, screens are not interchangeable
between product lines.
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tn desktop optimizer
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tn bag drop
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zones tabletop screen
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infinity screen with upStage
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navigate heightadjustable desking
Navigate is the latest addition to Teknion’s growing
height-adjustable offering. Designed to integrate with
District, Leverage and upStage furniture systems, or be
used as a freestanding or meeting table in standalone
applications, Navigate supports multiple user workstyles.
Navigate features a signature toggle-style display switch
with sit/stand GPS. The switch offers four memory
settings and a soft-touch coating. Its look and feel
invites users to interact with the table, promoting
continued and correct use.

Equipped with sit/stand GPS, this guidance tool helps
promote continued table adjustment and sit/stand routines. The switch has integrated QR codes that easily
link users to how-to information and FAQs.
It is equipped with Bluetooth connectivity to support
use with the LINAK desk control app with Autodrive™.
Once Autodrive is enabled in the app, a simple doubletap of the switch initiates table adjustment to the next
set memory position.

The toggle switch is also available in an up/down version
that features the same soft touch coating and three
finish selections − Anthracite, Crisp Grey and Platinum.
Navigate features an elevated look and feel, highlighted
by soft edges, new materials and no visible fasteners.
Rectangular worksurfaces with radiused or straight
corners; Extended 3-Point Tables; Meeting Tables with
Rectangular, Boat or Oval worksurface shapes; and
built-in integration with upStage credenzas and stage
modules provide a unique sit/stand application. Navigate
supports the latest industry design standards with an
optional 22.5- to 48.6-inch ((57.2 to 123.4cm) extended
electric height-adjustment range.

standard features

optional features

• patented Counterbalance mechanism or
three electric models
• the most energy-efficient control system on
the market − LINAK’s 0WTM technology
• 40V DC power output port to power
specific Teknion electric accessories
• collision detection system
• choice of C- or T-leg styles
• over 90 surface materials/finishes
• five edge-trim styles
• over 30 base paints

• four different electric switches highlighted
by the new Toggle Display Switch with Memory
• cross-channel integrated 4 simplex power
bar enabling a single plug to power
the table and the power bar
• four horizontal cable management options
to support technology demands
and table geometry
• e-Chain vertical cable manager available in
Ebony, Platinum and Very White
The Height-Adjustable Table Caster Kit
brings mobility to the Navigate offering.

tek vue
universal door program
Tek Vue is a value-oriented glass office-front system
designed with simplicity in mind. The minimal profile
base channel at 35mm wide x 60mm high houses a
single-centered 10mm or 12mm laminated or tempered
glass. The base channel has an integrated leveling
beam. The beam’s leveling capability of 1¼ inches up
(31.75mm) or 1 inch down (25.4mm) provides generous
building site accommodation and complete integration
with conventional construction. Tek Vue integrates
with Teknion’s Altos and Focus wall programs,
leveraging their existing functionality to create more
comprehensive workspaces.
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Wall transitions can be specified with a low-profile
electrical program consisting of a receptacle module or
light switch. The transitions have the capability to house
special technology when required.
Tek Vue also offers an articulating wall and door
program that responds to various angle and facets in
building architecture. This is further enhanced with the
addition of a clear-plastic, variable-angle, glass-to-glass
connector.

A comprehensive universal door program was designed
for ease of specification with its universal frame and
on-site positioning, which allows for maximum on-site
flexibility. The universal door program contains a
simplified yet progressive collection of both pivot and
barn doors. The pivot door program contains a single
universal door frame which houses a frameless glass,
framed glass or solid leaf. Each pivot door leaf provides
different levels of acoustic and visual privacy at varying
price points. Pivot doors provide easy installation, a
high level of adjustability and more integrated finishes
when compared to traditional hinge doors.

A barn door program consists of a universal door frame
and an economical frameless glass leaf. The door frame
is composed of an adjustable top rail that mounts to the
interior or exterior of the storefront. The rail does not
require a third post, allowing seamless visual integration
with the glass partition. The door can also be planned
off-module from glass demising walls, taking further
advantage of rooms requiring an extremely small
footprint.

Tek Vue pivot and barn doors share similar hardware
options for visual consistency across the storefront
when required. Hardware is always specified separately
from the doors to optimize lead and installation time.
Both door programs have been future-proofed to allow
advanced hardware and door leaf options, ensuring the
continuous evolution of the product line.
Tek Vue launches November 2018.

dossier update

height-adjustable credenza

knock-down
metal table frame

wall panel,
open shelves combination

magnetic wood panel

Teknion has updated the Dossier casegoods offering
with the addition of four new products.

The Height-Adjustable Credenza is similar to the
Height-Adjustable Desk and Run-Off and completes
the height-adjustable offering within Dossier. The
credenza enables multiple planning scenarios beyond
the desk or run-off as it is smaller in scale. It can be
integrated with a Dossier credenza configuration, or
stand alone as a small-scale, height-adjustable worksurface against a wall in an enclave or smaller spaces. It is
available with various gable support options, while wire
management is included as standard.

The Knock-Down Metal Table Frame offers the same
overall aesthetic as the existing solid frame, at a lower
price point. It is also available with additional finishes,
enabling it to seamlessly integrate with other product
lines and expand applications.

A second iteration of the Open Shelves Wall Panel
has been created to meet requests for mixed materials
or multi-functional wall panels. The upper portion
and shelf is offered in wood with the lower portion in
Magnetic Back-Painted Glass.

The Magnetic Wood Panel is similar in appearance
to the non-magnetic Wood Panel and is offered in
matching finishes. It is designed for use with standard
and low credenzas.

It is available in five standard laminates: Very White,
Storm White, Crisp Grey, Sand and Earth, which
is new to Dossier as only wood finishes have been
available. The painted frame is available in all standard
Foundation and Mica colors.
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projek shrinx
fleck mesh

01

dune

02

smoke

03

charcoal

Shrinx Fleck Mesh is a new mesh style now available
on Projek Chairs and Stools. With an appearance
more like upholstery than mesh, Shrinx Fleck elevates
the look of Projek seating.

Shrinx Fleck Mesh has a characteristic lighter fleck
of color within its tight weave, rather than a typical
solid-colored or open mesh. It retains the distinctive
heat-shrink molding characteristics unique to the
Shrinx style of mesh, allowing it to be sculpted and
tensioned on the back of Projek chairs.

Shrinx Fleck Mesh is available in three classic colorways – Charcoal, Smoke and Dune. Charcoal is a
dark, cool grey; Smoke a lighter, cool grey; and Dune
a light, warm color. Shrinx Fleck coordinates with new
Luum upholstery textiles, enhancing its sophisticated
character.
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upStage
enhancements
upStage has been refreshed with a series of comprehensive upgrades that address multiple criteria and
organizational requirements. These enhancements
combine function, aesthetics, improved planning
capabilities and innovative formats. With an even
wider range of user options, upStage can be specified
across the floor plan.
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Many of these enhancements represent value-engineering
options, providing a more competitively priced product.
The latest upStage developments include:
• new lightweight, open storage formats
• integrated height-adjustability
• side filers
• new frameless upholstered screen formats
• softer curvilinear worksurfaces
• new shared open worksurface supports

height adjustability

new worksurfaces

new screen

Height-adjustable tables integrate with upStage
storage – an innovative approach to providing height
adjustability without compromising the furniture look
of the workstation. Integration of height adjustability
within storage promotes healthy postures, increased
physical activity at the workplace and addresses sit-stand
worker needs, while keeping mechanisms hidden and
maintaining upStage’s clean lines. Credenzas for heightadjustable tables add extra functionality to the layout
without hindering the flexibility of the table, which can
be moved or reconfigured later if desired.

Two new worksurfaces have been introduced to
upStage. The End Worksurface offers a superior
manner to finish the side end of the stage cluster.
The Dual Worksurface package consists of a pair of
perpendicular worksurfaces and a support kit that
reduces the number of supports. As an option, the
accessory beam accommodates any mountable space
division products.

A new Casual Thick Solid Screen mounts to the stage
accessory beam to provide privacy between workstations
on either side of the stage. Designed as an extension of
the Solid Lateral Floor Screen, the Casual Thick Solid
Screen is available with or without a glass top, and
alignment options to provide a tight, fit finish. When
specified with an accessory rail, the Casual Thick Solid
Screen accommodates selected items from PAX Personal
Accessories and fx workplace accessories collections, and
the Sit and Slide collection from Expansion Cityline.

Available on new and existing worksurfaces and
tables are radius corners, which offer a two- or fourrounded corner option. The corners are optimized
to allow desk-edge screens planning with the curved
Infinity fabric.
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new upstage storage

simple stage

Storage enhancements include new storage formats
such as Side Filer, Mini Side Filer and Storage Cube,
plus variations of existing concepts: Elevated Hutch
Stacker, Lateral Tower and Height-Adjustable Integrated
Credenzas.

The Simple Stage is a light-weight, cost-reduced version
of the stage. It features double-sided electrics, and
new fixed electrics for further cost savings, that are
optimized for symmetrical planning.

improved aesthetics
Side Filer and Mini Side Filer offer a small footprint
storage format, which also provides space division.
Storage Cubes take advantage of unutilized space
underneath the stage to store personal and office
belongings. Lateral Towers and Elevated Hutch Stackers
are functional in their space division, storage and
collaboration capabilities.

upStage enhancements feature numerous aesthetic
improvements. New worksurface supports allow a
reduction in the number of legs required, resulting
in a cleaner, polished look. New upholstered Infinity
Screens with their slim, frameless design are available
in a variety of heights and modesty levels. All additions
combined provide a lighter, more contemporary
expression of the already popular upStage offering.

teknion corporation

in canada
www.teknion.com / for inquiries call 866.Teknion (866.835.6466)
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upStage side filler
and storage cube

in the usa
www.teknion.com / for inquiries call 877.Teknion (877.835.6466)
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